Fitting Guide

Thumb & Wrist Wrap
1. Slide the thumb into the thumb piece

1.

with the curved seam in the web space

Wrist Wrap

(Figure 1) . Trim the thumb length as
needed .
2. Wrap the short flap around the hand
and gently pull to bring thumb into the
desired positio n. Wrap the lo ng flap

Thumb & Wrist Wrap

around hand and fasten it to the small
hook tab on the ulnar end. Continue
wrapping and secure using the hook strap
(Figure 2) . Adjust the thumb support as
2.

necessary for comfort. Trim with scissors
where needed .

Long Wrist Wrap
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Wrist Wrap

Long Wrist Wrap
1.

1. Place the thumb through the hole.

1.

(Figure 1) Fer the right hand, the short

the seam below the thumb. (Figure 1)

flap will be against the palm. For the left

For the right hand, the short flap will be

hand, the short flap will be against the

against the palm. For the left hand, the

back of the hand.

short strap will be against the back of the
hand.

2. Wrap the support around the wrist,
fastening its hook tab to the inside of the

2. Secure the inside of the wrap to the hook

wrap. The distal edge of the splint should

tab along the ulnar border. Wrap the

lie below the palmar crease. (Figure 2)

suppo rt around the wrist, fastening it to
the hook tab below the thumb.

3. Fasten the hook strap to the loop for a
2.

1. Place the thumb through the ho le with

comfortable, snug fit.
4. Trim the strap end as needed.
5. The neoprene material can be trimmed
for a more custom fit.
Note: If pain increases or persists,
discontinue use and seek medical advice.

The splint should be below the palmar
2.

crease. (Figure 2)
3. Fasten the hook strap for a comfo rtable,
snug fit.
4. Trim the strap end as needed .
5. The neoprene material can be trimmed
for a more custom fit.
Note : If pain increases o r persists,
discontinue use and seek medical advice.

